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Welcome to DUKE ELLINGTON’S GREATEST HITS, our sixth production here at Nichols Concert Hall, where we have enjoyed the opportunity of bringing you the music of notable composers in this beautiful and intimate setting. This season’s offering has been a real pleasure to put together, as we explored the sound and style of one of America’s truly great composers, Edward Kennedy “Duke” Ellington.

I am grateful to the talented artists returning to perform with us on this program, Justin Adair, Dawn Bless, Caitlyn Glennon, Amanda Horvath and Martin L. Woods, and I am very pleased to welcome two new faces to our company, Jar’ Davion Brown and Evan Tyrone Martin. These seven really provide the mix of voice and personality we needed to bring the many moods of Ellington to life.

Finally, you may notice a familiar face at the keyboard for this concert. I received many appreciative comments after our last two Nichols concerts about “that happy drummer!” Well, it turns out that the irrepressible Joey Zymonas is also a virtuoso jazz pianist, and it is in that role that you will see him today, leading a most swinging combo that includes two other Music Theater Works newcomers, bassist Christian Dillingham and drummer Phillip Fornett.

My thanks to Joey for all his work and expertise in helping me assemble the material for this unique program, and thanks to our audience for allowing us to share this wonderful music with you. Enjoy!

Rudy Hogenmiller
Artistic Director

The Director is a member of the
STAGE DIRECTORS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS
SOCIETY, a national theatrical labor union.
Edward Kennedy “Duke” Ellington (born Washington, D.C., April 29, 1899; died New York City, May 24, 1974) was the greatest jazz composer of the twentieth century, though he preferred to call what he wrote “American music.” Indeed, his compositions blurred the boundaries between the dance hall and the concert hall, and opened a world of possibilities for generations of musicians to follow.

It is hard to overstate the influence Ellington had on virtually every aspect of American music. As a bandleader and pianist, he brought his boldly original and sophisticated brand of jazz to every corner of the country (as well as to Europe, South American, Asia and the Middle East), keeping up a grueling touring schedule over decades. In the course of a fifty-year career, he gave more than 20,000 performances. He was also a ubiquitous presence on the radio, reaching millions of listeners across the world.

Despite the artistic heights he attained as a composer, he never stopped being a great and beloved popular entertainer, delighting his fans as much with his suave and genial persona as with his virtual hit parade of standards including “Satin Doll,” “Sophisticated Lady,” and “Mood Indigo.” This concert celebrates his legacy as a great composer and a great entertainer.
Duke Ellington's Greatest Hits

All music by Edward Kennedy “Duke” Ellington except where indicated.

PART ONE

“Take the ‘A’ Train” (music by Billy Strayhorn, lyrics by Joya Sherrill)

“Love You Madly” (lyrics by Duke Ellington)

“Satin Doll” (lyrics by Johnny Mercer)

“Just Squeeze Me (But Please Don’t Tease Me)” (lyrics by Lee Gaines)

“I Got it Bad (and That Ain’t Good)” (lyrics by Paul Francis Webster)

“Lush Life” (music and lyrics by Billy Strayhorn)

“Prelude to a Kiss” (lyrics by Irving Gordon and Irving Mills)

“In a Sentimental Mood” (lyrics by Manny Kurtz and Irving Mills)

“Don’t Get Around Much Anymore” (lyrics by Bob Russell)

“Things Ain’t What They Used To Be” (music by Mercer Ellington, lyric by Ted Persons)

“I’m Beginning to See the Light” (music and lyrics by Duke Ellington, Don George, Johnny Hodges and Harry James)

“Caravan” (music by Juan Tizol and Duke Ellington, lyrics by Irving Mills)

“I’m Just a Lucky So and So” (lyrics by Mack David)

“Do Nothing Till You Hear from Me” (lyrics by Bob Russell)

“It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing)” (lyrics by Irving Mills)

Fifteen-minute intermission

PART TWO

“C Jam Blues”

“Drop Me Off in Harlem” (lyrics by Nick Kenny)

“Perdido” (music by Juan Tizol, lyrics by Ervin Drake and Hans Lengsfelder)

“I Didn’t Know About You” (lyrics by Bob Russell)

“I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart” (lyrics by Irving Mills, Henry Nemo and John Redmond)

“In a Mellow Tone” (lyrics by Milt Gabler)

“Hit Me With a Hot Note and Watch Me Bounce” (lyrics by Don George)

“Imagine My Frustration” (lyrics by Billy Strayhorn and Gerald Wilson)

“(In My) Solitude” (lyrics by Eddie DeLange and Irving Mills)

“Everything But You” (music by Duke Ellington and Harry James, lyrics by Don George)

“Bli-Blip” (music and lyrics by Duke Ellington and Sid Kuller)
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“Sophisticated Lady” (lyrics by Mitchell Parish and Irving Mills)
“Mood Indigo” (music by Duke Ellington and Barney Bigard, lyrics by Irving Mills)
“Something to Live For” (music and lyrics Billy Strayhorn)
“Come Sunday” (lyrics by Duke Ellington)
“It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing)” Reprise
“Sir Duke” (music and lyrics by Stevie Wonder)

BIOGRAPHIES

JUSTIN ADAIR returns to Music Theater Works where he was seen last season in LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU: JULE STYNE’S GREATEST HITS and as Older Patrick in MAME. Previous appearances with the company include Sky Masterson in GUYS AND DOLLS, and Lt. Joseph Cable in SOUTH PACIFIC. Most recently, he was seen as Jeff Gillooly in TONYA AND NANCY: THE ROCK OPERA with Underscore Theatre. His Chicago credits include BoHo Theatre’s FUGITIVE SONGS (Jeff nomination), Barrett in Griffin Theatre’s TITANIC (Jeff nomination), Fabrizio in THE LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA (Jeff Award) and SMOKEY JOE’S CAFÉ, both at Theo Ubique Cabaret Theatre, LES MISERABLES at Drury Lane Theater, and JUNO at TimeLine Theatre. Justin is a graduate of Roosevelt University’s Chicago College of Performing Arts and holds an Associate’s in Fine Arts from the College of DuPage.
www.justinadair.com

DAWN BLESS returns to Music Theater Works where she was Little Buttercup in H.M.S PINAFORE and performed in the ROCK OUT benefit concert. Other appearances include #DATEME (Second City), MADAGASCAR (Chicago Shakespeare Theater), MEN OF SOUL (Black Ensemble Theater), THE GOOD PERSON OF SZECEHWAN (Cor Theatre), DREAMGIRLS (Porchlight Theater), SMOKEY JOE’S CAFE (Theo Ubique), SEUSSICAL THE MUSICAL (West Virginia Public Theater), THE JACKIE WILSON STORY (Black Ensemble Theater), ONCE ON THIS ISLAND (Yellow Alligator Theatre), THE BLACK NATIVITY (Congo Square Theater) and many more. Ms. Bless is a teaching artist in Chicago Public and Charter Schools, as well as half of a comedy duo called TOP HEAVY, and founding member of Chicago vocal jazz quartet THE BRONZEVILLE EXPRESS. She is developing a one-woman show called BILLIE, SARAH, AND ELLA!: A TRIBUTE TO GREAT WOMEN OF JAZZ, to be produced at the Second City Theater.

JAR’DAVION BROWN is making his Music Theater Works debut. New to Chicago, he most recently appeared as the Tinman in THE WIZ with Emerald City Theatre Company and will be returning next year in their productions of MAGIC TREE HOUSE: SHOWTIME WITH SHAKESPEARE and KNUFFLE BUNNY: A CAUTIONARY TALE. Hailing from Florida, he has appeared as a featured vocalist in VEGAS: A NIGHT ON THE STRIP and SOUL OF MOTOR CITY with Stage Door Theatre, SEUSSICAL THE MUSICAL (Cat in the Hat), DREAMGIRLS (Jimmy Early), GUYS AND DOLLS (Nicely Nicely Johnson), LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS (Voice of Audrey II), and SHREK THE MUSICAL at Quincy Music Theater, and LA CAKE AUX FOLLES (Bitelle) with Theatre Tallahassee. He studied vocal
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performance at Florida A & M University and performed 14 showcases with the hip-hop dance team, Boyz of Poison.

CAITLYN GLENNON returns to Music Theater Works, where she was seen in the ensemble of DIE FLEDERMAUS and CANDIDE (Old Woman understudy). With the Northwestern University Opera Theatre, she performed lead roles in THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO (Susanna) and STREET SCENE (Rose Maurrant). Other roles include Peggy Sawyer in 42ND STREET, Hanna Glawari in THE MERRY WIDOW, Magda Sorel in THE CONSUL, Carla Albanese in NINE, and Laurey in OKLAHOMA! Originally from Winter Park, Florida, she holds a B.F.A. from Carnegie Mellon University and an M.M. in vocal performance from Northwestern University. Currently Caitlyn performs interactive singing shows weekly with the Songs By Heart Foundation, an organization which aims to improve the quality of life for persons facing age related memory issues through the power of music.

AMANDA HORVATH returns to Music Theater Works, where she was seen in HOLLYWOOD’S GREATEST SONG HITS, SOUTH PACIFIC, THE MERRY WIDOW, and FIDDLER ON THE ROOF. She won a Jeff Award for her performance as Sara in the Chicago premiere of the rock musical MURDER BALLAD (Bailiwick Chicago), and was recently nominated for her Tonya Harding in TONYA & NANCY: THE ROCK OPERA. (Underscore Theatre). Other credits include FOLLIES (Chicago Shakespeare Theater), A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC (Writers Theatre), FAR FROM HEAVEN (Porchlight Music Theatre), THE WILD PARTY (Bailiwick Chicago), SMOKEY JOE’S CAFÉ (Theo Ubique Cabaret Theatre), and as Mother in RAGTIME (Big Noise Theatre), for which she won a BroadwayWorld Chicago Award for Best Actress in a Musical. She is one of two front-women with the touring tribute band DANCING QUEEN: ABBA SALUTE. Amanda graduated from the Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University with a B.M. in Voice Performance.

EVAN TYRONE MARTIN is a Chicago based actor whose credits include Jesus in JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR (Black Theater Alliance Award nomination), Tom Collins in RENT, and King Triton in THE LITTLE MERMAID (Jeff nomination), all at the Paramount Theatre. He was recently seen at the Mercury Theater as Hud in HAIR; other Mercury appearances include I LEFT MY HEART: A SALUTE TO THE MUSIC OF TONY BENNETT (Jeff nomination) and Harpo in THE COLOR PURPLE. At Porchlight Music Theatre, he was Curtis Taylor, Jr. in DREAMGIRLS (BTAA nomination), Raymond Deagan in FAR FROM HEAVEN (Jeff nomination) and Jake in SIDE SHOW (Jeff nomination). He stars in an ongoing one-man show, UNFORGETTABLE: FALLING IN LOVE WITH NAT KING COLE. Evan is a member of Actors’ Equity Association and represented by Paonessa Talent.

MARTIN L. WOODS returns to Music Theater Works, having appeared in GERSHWIN’S GREATEST HITS. Concert work includes the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra and other orchestras across the United States, Europe and Bermuda. He appeared with Lyric Opera of Chicago in PORGY AND BESS, and was Papageno in THE MAGIC FLUTE and Belcore in THE ELIXIR OF LOVE for Lyric’s Opera in the Neighborhoods program. He has lent background vocals and arrangements to such artists as Michael McDonald, Kim Burrell, Smokie Norful and
Heather Headley, and performed studio background vocals for the Paramount film THE FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS with Beyoncé Knowles. He recently completed a young artist residency with Chicago Opera Theater in conjunction with the Chicago College of Performing Arts’ diploma program. Mr. Woods holds a B.A. in Music from Morehouse College in Atlanta and a M.M. from the Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University.

RUDY HOGENMILLER (Director), artistic director of Music Theater Works, has directed and choreographed many productions for the company including GYPSY, CANDIDE, DIE FLEDERMAUS, LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU: JULE STYNE’S GREATEST HITS, MAME, MY FAIR LADY, GUYS AND DOLLS, SOUTH PACIFIC, THE FANTASTICKS, THE MERRY WIDOW, COLE PORTER’S GREATEST HITS, FIDDLER ON THE ROOF, ANNIE GET YOUR GUN, H.M.S. PINAFORE, OLIVER!, MAN OF LA MANCHA, CAMELOT, BRIGADOON, HELLO, DOLLY!, THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD, A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC, THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE, KISS ME, KATE, SOUTH PACIFIC, THE MIKADO, and THE SOUND OF MUSIC. He has directed and choreographed for many other companies, including Northlight Theatre, Chamber Opera Chicago, Pegasus Players, Theatre at the Center and Marriott Theatre. Hogenmiller was seen on our stage in 2014 as Mr. Applegate in DAMN YANKEES, and as the Emcee in CABARET in 2013. He has been recognized with six Joseph Jefferson Awards and 17 nominations for best direction and choreography in Chicago, and has been a member of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers for more than 35 years.

JOEY ZYMONAS (Music Director and Conductor), a multi-talented musician, played drums in the last two Music Theater Works fall concerts, LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU: JULE STYNE’S GREATEST HITS and HOLLYWOOD’S GREATEST SONG HITS, as well as GYPSY this past August. He played
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keyboards for this spring’s production of MARY POPPINS at Mercury Theater. Other recent highlights include drums for A CHRISTMAS SURVIVAL GUIDE, and bass for FIRST DATE, both at Williams Street Repertory, where he also played keyboard and mandolin as well as served as associate conductor for the Midwest premiere of HANDS ON A HARBODY. At the Woodstock Musical Theatre Company, he was musical director for LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS. He is the house pianist for the 1920s-style Members Speakeasy at the Maxwell Mansion in Lake Geneva, and plays regularly across the country with CLOSE TO YOU: THE MUSIC OF THE CARPENTERS.

CHRISTIAN DILLINGHAM (Bass) received his musical training at Youngstown State University and Duquesne University, earning a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in music performance. He has performed extensively in both classical and jazz fields, and has played with the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, Grant Park Symphony, Fulcrum Point, and Chicago Opera Theater, as well as Willie Pickens, Melvin Butler, Kevin Mahogany, Dee Alexander, Bobby Broom, and Sean Jones. Today, you can find him performing around Chicago with a number of diverse projects. He performs regularly with the Chicago Sinfonietta and the Chicago Philharmonic.

PHILLIP FORNETT (Drums) is a percussionist and vocalist who has performed professionally for more than 25 years. He has played for musicals, including GUYS AND DOLLS, THE WIZ, THE COLOR PURPLE and DREAMGIRLS. He has shared the stage with such notable artists as Howard Hewitt, Billy Preston, and Stevie Wonder. He performs with the Chicago Jazz Philharmonic, is on the faculties of Chicago Center for Music Education, Discover Music: Discover Life, C Major 7 Music Center of Chicago, and Arts 4 Students. Phil is the house drummer for Sullivan's Steakhouses in Lincolnshire and Naperville.

ANYA PLOTKIN (Production Coordinator) has stage managed more than a dozen productions at Music Theater Works, including CAMELOT, THE MUSIC MAN, OKLAHOMA!, THE SOUND OF MUSIC, and RAGTIME, and she is also the manager of the company’s Musical Theatre Workshop program for kids and teens. In the world of opera, Anya is the production stage manager for Chicago Opera Theater (most recently, THE PERFECT AMERICAN) and has been part of the team at Lyric Opera of Chicago and Sarasota Opera, among others. She has worked locally on numerous concerts with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and productions with Pegasus Players, A Red Orchid Theatre, The Goodman Theatre, Victory Gardens, and About Face Theatre Company. Anya is a proud alumna of Northwestern University.

BRIDGET McDONOUGH (General Manager) has been employed in arts management since graduating from Northwestern University in 1978. In 1980, she co-founded Music Theater Works with Philip Kraus and others. She holds membership in the Illinois Arts Alliance, is past president of the Rotary Club of Evanston, and served on the boards of the Evanston Convention and Visitors’ Bureau, Evanston Chamber of Commerce, the National Alliance for Musical Theatre, Around the Coyote, as well as the School of Communication Alumni Board at Northwestern University and the tourism committee of Chicago's North Shore Convention and Visitors' Bureau. She is currently on the board of the North Shore International Network, and is treasurer of the Musicians Club of Women. She served as an international judge at the Second Vladimir Kurochkin International Competition of Young Artists of Operetta and Musicals in Yekaterinburg, Russia, and VIBE (Vienna International Ballet Experience) in Missoula, Montana. She was honored by the Evanston Chamber of Commerce with their 2009 Public Service / Nonprofit Person of the Year Award.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zawislak
CORPORATE, BUSINESS AND FOUNDATION SUPPORT 2017

$20,000 - $75,000
Anonymous
The Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
The Frank B. Foster Charitable Trust
The MacArthur Fund for Arts and Culture at Prince
The Pauls Foundation

$5,000 - $19,999
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
Illinois Arts Council Agency
Victor Herbert Foundation

$2,000 - $4,999
Anonymous
Richard and Margaret Romano Charitable Trust

$100 - $1,999
A.R.T. League
Christ Church of Winnetka
Evanston Arts Council
Gigi's Dolls and Sherry's Teddy Bears
First Bank and Trust, Evanston

Ivanhoe Theater Foundation
Sheldon L. and Pearl R. Leibowitz Foundation
M-A-C Cosmetics
The Ted Fund

Matching Gifts
A T & T Foundation
Bank of America
BP
Caterpillar Foundation
Home Depot
IBM
Merrill Lynch and Company Foundation
Northern Trust
The Saints

Retail and Dining Partners
Downtown Evanston
Farmhouse Evanston
Found Kitchen and Social House
Koi
Maggiano's Little Italy
Old Orchard
Oceanique
Prairie Moon Restaurant
Quartet Digital Printing
The Stained Glass and The Cellar
Three Tarts Bakery
Trattoria D.O.C.
Trattoria Demi

Media Sponsor
Evanston Now

Opening Reception Sponsors
Found Kitchen and Social House
Prairie Moon Restaurant
The Stained Glass

In-Kind Gifts
$500 and more
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Arensman
Davenport Designs
Gemcraft Jewelry
Beverly and Arnold Hollander
Ms. Karen Hunt
Marcus Promotions
Janice Pantazelos and Tavlos
The Saints
Special Occasions Catering

Includes donations received as of September 10, 2017. We make every effort to keep our list up to date; if you have been inadvertently left out, please call our box office at (847) 920-5360.

Much as they are appreciated, gifts of less than $100, as well as donations to benefits, auctions and raffles cannot be printed due to space limitations.